Premier Elite Series Master User Guide

Operating the Alarm System

To RESET After an Alarm
If the display shows ‘SYSTEM ALERTS’, follow the steps described in ‘To DISPLAY the causes of
System Alerts’ above, before attempting to reset.

USER Reset
Once the alarm has been silenced (see above), the system will need to be reset.



If the system has been programmed to be reset by an Engineer, pressing
ENGINEER Reset (page 20) for details.

 will not return the display to normal, if this is the case see

The system may have been programmed to be reset by Anti-code, if this is the case, see ANTI-CODE Reset (page 20) for
details.

To reset the alarm, proceed as follows:
Enter a valid User code



,6,24+11,
/*0601"*G

Press



The external strobe will stop, the system will chime
and the display will return to normal.

ENGINEER Reset
If the system has been programmed to be reset by an Engineer following an alarm activation, you
will still be able to silence the alarm by entering a valid User code (see page 20 for details).



The system cannot be armed again until the alarm has been reset.

To reset the alarm, proceed as follows:
Contact the telephone number on the display (if programmed) or
the telephone number on the last page of this User Guide.
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ANTI-CODE Reset
If the system has been programmed to be reset using an Anti-Code following an alarm activation,
you will still be able to silence the alarm by entering a valid User code (see page 20 for details).



The system cannot be armed again until the alarm has been reset.

To reset the alarm, proceed as follows:
Enter a valid User code



/"00#,/
+1&X ,!"

Press



The display will show a random code number i.e. 4281
2,1"F<:@9
"-)6FXXXX

Contact the telephone number on the display (if programmed) or the telephone number on the
last page of this User Guide and quote the random code number.
You will be given a 4-digit Anti-Code i.e. 5624
Enter the Anti-code that has been given to you



2,1"F<:@9
"-)6F=>:<

Press



If the Anti-code is correct, the keypad will chime to indicate that the system
has been reset and the display will return to normal.
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To OMIT Zones
It is possible to exclude (omit) individual zones when arming i.e. if a zone is ‘in fault’. Users with access to
this function can only omit zones that have been programmed as ‘Omittable’.



If the zone can be omitted, there will be a star to the right of the zone number. Only zones that have the ‘Omit’ attribute
assigned to them can be omitted.
A star will appear to the left of the zone number to indicate that the zone has been selected for omitting.
All omitted zones will be automatically reinstated the next time the system is disarmed, unless programmed otherwise.
To re-instate zones manually, simply follow the instructions again. However, when the
zones will be re-instated.

key is pressed this time, the

To omit zones when arming, proceed as follows:
Enter a valid User code

 and press

,+"889H" 2/"
/,+1,,/F

 or use the  key to search

Enter a zone number

,+"898H 1&3"
,2+$""1" 1,/F

to omit the selected zone

Press

,+"H898H 1&3"
&0*&11"!
,+"H898H" 2/"
,2+$""1 1,/F

Repeat for other zones if required
Press

 when finished

,6,24+11,
/*601"*G

Continue to arm the system as normal
The selected zones are now omitted (the omit light will be on).
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